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Abstract: Numerical simulation technology has been widely used in the foundry industry to analyze and improve
casting processes. During the casting filling process, many filling-related defects form easily at the confluences
of liquid metal streams. The main filling-related defects are cold shut defects. To calculate the positions of casting
defects, the characteristics of liquid metal confluences were analyzed. The flow front of liquid metal was captured
by the volume-of-fluid algorithm to obtain a time field, which was used to calculate the time derivatives of the
liquid front position and the confluences of liquid metal streams. To distinguish small confluences from the main
confluences, the concept of confluent scale was developed, which was used to filter the small confluences based
on a threshold. The calculation process was demonstrated through the post-processing of numerical simulation.
A “W” shaped casting and a steering wheel casting were calculated to validate the accuracy of the method
developed in this study. The positions of cold shut defects were predicted by calculating the confluences of liquid
metal streams. The method was proved to be practical by comparing the calculation results with the positions of
cold shut defects in an end cover casting. The computation of confluences and cold shut defects can improve the
analysis efficiency and provide assurance for the optimization of a casting process plan.
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1 Introduction
Numerical simulations have been widely used in
practical casting process development. The filling
process, solidification process, defect formation, and
distribution characteristics during the casting process
can be predicted by numerical simulation before actual
experiments [1,2]. Generally, numerical simulations have
three main components: pre-processor, solver, and
post-processor. Process designers analyze and judge
whether the casting process is reasonable by examining
the results after post-processing [3,4]. The process of
observing and analyzing casting defects is complicated
and difficult, not only creating a huge workload but
also facing problems of occlusion and visualization
difficulties in three-dimensional space [5]. Researchers
have investigated the casting defects using numerical
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simulation. Niyama et al. [6] proposed the Niyama
criterion in 1982 to calculate shrinkage defects during
the solidification process. The criterion can accurately
predict shrinkage and has been widely used in numerical
simulations[7,8]. Jia et al.[9] predicted the shrinkage during
a casting process by dynamically dividing the isolated
domain. Kang et al.[10] used multiple thermal nodes and
shrink-and-compensate methods to calculate and display
the positions of shrinkage defects. Zhou et al.[11] used a
time gradient method to calculate the feed path and local
hot points during solidification. Sutaria et al.[12] used the
level-set-method to calculate the solidification filling
path and predicted shrinkage.
To date, the studies of simulating casting defects have
tended to focus on solidification and cooling processes
rather than filling process. There has not been much
research on the numerical simulation of filling-related
defects. However, some significant casting defects
occur during the filling process. The confluences of
liquid metal streams are the key positions where casting
defects frequently occur during the filling process.
Casting defects, such as those caused by flow turbulence
and trapped gases, occur when the flow velocity of
liquid metal is too fast at the confluence. During the
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filling process of lost foam casting, the pyrolysis products are
trapped at the confluence regions, and eventually irregular
stripes or spots are formed on the casting surface [13]. Cold shut
defects may occur if the temperature at the confluence is too
low [14-16], and they often occur on the surfaces and thin walls
of a casting far from the runner [17-18]. The main reason for their
occurrence is that two liquid metal streams become semi-solid
when they merge, and consequently, they cannot completely
merge [19-21]. Cold shut defects reduce the surface accuracy
and mechanical properties of the cast component [22-25]. The
positions of cold shut defects can be predicted by calculating the
confluence of liquid metal.
In this study, the characteristics of liquid metal flow during
the casting filling process were analyzed and the flow front
of liquid metal was calculated based on the volume-of-fluid
(VOF) algorithm to obtain a time field. Then, the confluence
position of liquid metal was calculated based on the time field.
To distinguish small confluences from the main confluence, the
computation method has been modified and the concept of a
confluent scale was developed. Small-scale confluences can be
filtered by setting a threshold so that only the main confluence is
found in the post-processing. A “W” shaped casting was used to
explain the calculation method of the main confluence. A steering
wheel casting was used to verify the accuracy of the proposed
algorithm. The positions of the cold shut defects were predicted
by calculating the main confluences of an end cover casting. The
calculation results are consistent with the experimental result,
which verified the accuracy of the adopted model.

2 Analysis and computation of confluence
2.1 Analysis of confluence
During the filling process of a casting, it is difficult to locate
the confluences of liquid metal streams. The confluences
can only be observed before the collision of liquid metal
by numerical simulations. However, the confluent positions
are challenging to be found because the flow state of liquid
metal at a confluence changes after the collision, and the time
and position of the collision are uncertain. By observing and
analyzing the flow of liquid metal, it can be easily determined
that a confluence of liquid metal is the position where the
flow front of two liquid streams converge. The confluence is
only related to the flow front of liquid metal. Therefore, it is
necessary to follow the flow front positions of the liquid metal
to find the confluences. The algorithms of front-tracking and
front-capturing for fluid are fully mature, and the most widely
used interface front extraction algorithm is the volume-of-fluid
(VOF) algorithm [26, 27]. A volume function F is defined in the
VOF algorithm as the ratio of the liquid metal volume in the
grid (Vl) to the grid volume (V):
l

(1)

where F is the volume fraction of the liquid metal. The value
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of F is 1 when the grid is full of liquid metal, and F equals
to zero when the grid is full of air. When the value of F is
between 0 and 1, it means that the grid is the interface front of
liquid metal. The continuity equation is as follows:
(2)
The volume-fraction equation governs the distribution rule of F:
+

·(F u→ ) = 0

(3)

The velocity can be calculated by Navier-Stokes equations:
→
→

→

→

→

(4)

where ρ is the liquid density, t is the time, u, v and w are
the velocity in the x, y and z direction, respectively, p is the
→

pressure, u→ is velocity of the vector, f is the body force due to
gravity, and µ denotes dynamic viscosity.
To facilitate the analysis and explanation of the problem, the
confluence in the two-dimensional case was analyzed. Two
liquid metal streams were assumed to flow along the x-axis.
The position of the liquid-air interface was calculated at
different times t. The time t when the liquid metal front passes
through a grid cell was recorded. This value increases along
the direction of streamlines. The results before a confluence
are shown in Fig. 1(a), and the results after a confluence are
shown in Fig. 1(b). The two-dimensional surface of time field
is shown in Fig. 1(c), in a saddle shape. As shown in Fig. 1(c),
the time value increases firstly and then decreases along the
x direction, and the maximum value appears near the y-axis.
The position of the y-axis is the confluence of liquid metal.
The x0t slice of Fig. 1(c) is shown in Fig. 1(d), which shows
the change of the time value along the x-axis, and the position
of the peak is the confluence. According to the above analysis
of the confluence, it is necessary to calculate the positions of
the flow front at different times to obtain a time field, and then
calculate the position of the local peak according to the time
derivative value to obtain the confluence of liquid metal.

2.2 Computation of confluence
Many influential factors are involved in the computation of
the confluence, and the following assumptions are proposed to
simplify the problem:
(1) The time step is sufficiently small (Δt → 0). More
specifically, to ensure temporal continuity, the distance at
which the liquid metal flows forward in each time step is not
greater than one grid's length.
(2) The flow front of liquid metal is stable, and there is no
splashing during the flow process.
(3) The liquid-air interface is a convex curved surface, and
there is no recessed position.
To calculate the confluence, the time function should be
obtained based on the position of the flow front of the liquid
metal. According to the volume function F at different times
t, the coordinates (x,y,z) of the grid position of the flow front
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1: Analysis of confluence in two-dimensions: (a) result before confluence; (b) result after confluence; (c) time
field result; (d) time value along x-axis in x0t slice in (c)

can be obtained, and the time function T can be obtained as
follows:
T(x,y,z) = t

( F(x,y,z,t - Δt) = 0, F(x,y,z,t) > 0)

(5)

The time value t at which the liquid-air interface arrives at a
grid cell is stored. In the one-dimensional case, the calculation
process is shown in Fig. 2. Assuming that a stream of liquid
metal flows along the x-axis, the first flow field shows the
liquid metal at time t1, then the value of the flow front grid x1 is
set to be t1, and the value of T(x1) equals to t1. The second flow
field shows the flow at time t2, and the value T(x2) is set to be
t2. By continuing this process, the time field can be obtained.
An aluminum casting was used to demonstrate the
calculation of the time field. Figure 3 shows the filling
process of the liquid metal. Figure 4 is the calculation result
of the time field by the extraction of liquid-air interface. The
attribute value is time value, and the greater the value, the
later the liquid metal front passes through this location. By
extracting the position of the flow front, the time-varying

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Calculation of time field

flow field can be compressed into a fixed and constant time
field. This compresses the data and dramatically reduces the
required amount of data. Integer values of the time were used
to replace the specific time value t represented by the floating-

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: Filling process of an aluminum casting
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Fig. 4: Calculated time field for aluminum casting by
extraction of liquid-air interface

point number for storage. This significantly decreases the
memory consumption and calculation time, leading to a
higher calculation efficiency.
The position of the confluence can be roughly determined
after the calculation of the time field. Then, the time
derivative needs to be calculated to obtain the confluent
positions of the liquid metal. According to the analysis in
Section 2.1, it can be concluded that the condition for the
confluence of liquid metal is that the time function has
a maximum value in one dimension, and the position of
the maximum value of the time field is the confluence of
liquid metal. The criterion to determine the position of the
maximum value is as follows:
(6)
The different forms of the first and second derivatives are

(7)

Fig. 5: Process of calculating confluence in one dimension

newly appearing liquid metal flow front surrounds the flow front that
appears at the previous moment. When the confluence is detected, if
check in the reverse direction of the flow, the value of the time field
shows a continuous decreasing trend. The position of confluence
still has the maximum value of time field, which still satisfies the
condition of calculation. A die casting process is shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the geometric model of the casting with two
inlets. The liquid metal flows from the two inlets into the mold and
converges in the middle of the mold [Fig. 6(b)]. The calculation
result of the time field is shown in Fig. 6(c). The position that
connects the two streams of liquid metal together is the confluence.
Any point in the confluent surface still meets the one-dimensional
confluence feature extraction conditions mentioned above. The
three-dimensional case is expanded based on one-dimensional case.
The detection direction is expanded from one direction to three
directions. The second-order partial derivatives of the time function
in the x, y, and z directions in three-dimensional space are less than
zero [Eq. (9)], the difference form is Eq. (10). If one of the three
conditions is satisfied, the position is the confluence.

and thus, the Eq. (6) changes to
(9)

(8)
A one-dimensional case is used for analysis (Fig. 5). It
is assumed that two liquid metal streams flow in opposite
directions along the x-axis. Eventually, the liquid streams
converge at the intermediate position a. The time value
T(x) stored in the grid is a function of the coordinate x.
The grid cell on the left of the confluence was selected for
analysis. Assuming that the coordinates of this position are
represented by a1, the grid cell corresponding to a1 does not
satisfy the condition of the confluence [Eq. (8)]. The grid
cell a2 that is on the right of the confluence also does not
meet the condition of the confluence. At the confluence a,
the grid a meets the condition of the confluence, and the
confluence can be obtained.
The three-dimensional case is similar to the onedimensional case above. In the three-dimensional space, the
104

(10)

2.3 Modifying the computation of confluence
Ideally, the time step (Δt) is small enough and the liquid metal does
not flow more than the distance of one grid in one time step [Fig. 7(a)].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6: Confluence in three dimensions: (a) casting mold; (b) filling process; (c) time field

However, the time step cannot be small enough in practice,
which cannot satisfy ideal assumptions. Consequently, the
fluid front of liquid metal moves by more than one grid cell in
a time step. If the time step is not small enough, the area of the
interface that flows during one time step is regarded as the flow
front area, as shown in Fig. 7(b). This means the time values of

(a)

multiple consecutive adjacent grids are the same along the flow
direction. If the computation is still performed according to the
above extraction conditions, some confluent positions cannot
satisfy the extraction conditions and are ignored. The confluence
can be detected in Fig. 7(a) but cannot be detected in Fig. 7(b).

(b)

Fig. 7: Influence of time step on confluence

To solve this problem, the extraction conditions for the
confluence should be relaxed appropriately. When the secondorder difference result of the grid is less than zero [Eq. (11)],
the position meets the condition and is the confluence. If
the second-order difference result of the grid is greater than
zero [Eq. (12)], the position is not the confluence. When the
second-order difference of the grid is equal to zero [Eq. (13)],
no conclusion can be drawn. It is necessary to verify the
position again after Δx is gradually increased. In this study, if
the result of the second-order difference is zero, Δx increases
the length of one grid cell, and can increase up to five grid
cells. If Δx increases to the length of five grid cells and the
second-order difference is still equal to zero, the position is not
considered to be the confluence. As shown in Fig. 8, if the size
of Δx is the length of one grid, the range of the second-order
difference is dx1. The result of the second-order difference is
zero, and the condition of the confluence cannot be met, so the
confluence cannot be detected. When the value of Δx increases
to the length of two grid cells, the range of the second-order

difference is dx2. The condition of the confluence can then
be met, and the confluence of liquid metal can be detected.
Therefore, to solve the problem of a large time step, the
extraction conditions of the confluence can be appropriately
relaxed to realize the extraction of the confluence.
(11)

(12)

(13)
The interface front of liquid metal is assumed a convex
curved surface in Section 2.2. However, during the filling
process of the casting, the assumption is hard to satisfy.
Therefore, it is necessary to further improve the computation
method in Section 2.2. During the filling process of the casting,
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Fig. 8: Influence of detection length

the leading edge of liquid metal is not an ideal convex surface.
At the position of the leading-edge, the liquid metal fluctuates
greatly and forms a complex irregular three-dimensional curved
surface. As shown in Fig. 9(a), due to the fluctuation at the
leading edge of the liquid metal, a liquid metal stream forms
multiple small liquid metal streams at different positions of the
flow front. These small liquid streams also converge. This kind
of confluence always appears during the process of filling. These
small confluences also can meet the conditions for extracting
the confluence mentioned above. These small confluences of the
fluid flow may be extracted, but it is evident that they are not the
positions being searched for. To distinguish the small confluences
from the main confluences, the concept of “confluent scale” was
proposed as a reference quality. Using the time function T, the
continuous decrease of the time value with the distance from the
position of the confluence along the reverse direction of the liquid
metal flow was calculated and the smaller value was selected
as the value of confluent scale L. Starting from the position of
the confluence, the detection distance increases in the reverse

(a)

direction of the flow. If the time value increases, the value of the
confluent scale L is the detection distance at this time. As shown
in Fig. 9(b), the descending distance from the Confluence a is the
distance of three grid cells, and thus, the value of the confluence
scale L is selected as 3. Similarly, the descending distance from
the Confluence b is the distance of five grid cells, then the value
of confluence scale is 5, and the same, the confluence scale of
Confluence c is 2. To remove the small confluences, a threshold
was used to filter the results. The confluences whose scales are
smaller than the threshold can be removed, only the large-scale
confluences are left. If the threshold value is greater than 2, the
confluence caused by the fluctuations can be filtered out. For
different castings, the threshold should be generally set at 1%
of the maximum casting length, which can filter out the small
confluences. The general calculation process is shown in Fig. 10.

3 Results analysis and cold shut
prediction
3.1 Analysis and verification of calculation
result
To explain the results conveniently, a casting with a “W”
shape was analyzed. The results of the velocity field (Fig. 11)
show that the liquid metal flows into the mold from both sides
and converges at the middle position of the mold. The liquid
metal fills the mold upward after the collision [Fig. 11(e)].
Figure 12(a) shows the time field values when the liquid metal
front area reaches the grid cells. Figure 12(b) shows the result
of the confluence on the surface of the casting, and the areas
in red indicate the confluence. The liquid metal continues to
form small confluences at the flow front area during the filling

(b)

Fig. 9: Unstable flow of leading edge

Fig. 10: Algorithm for extracting confluence
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 11: Velocity field of filling process

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 12: Analysis results of time field of casting (a), confluence of casting (b), confluent scale (c), main confluence of
casting surface (d), and main confluence results (e)

process. Figure 12(c) illustrates the confluent scale. It can be
seen that the value at the middle of the mold is significantly
greater than the others. Figure 12(d) shows the result of the
main confluence on the surface of the casting. The small-scale
confluences are removed by setting a threshold. Comparing
the confluence results with the velocity field results during the
filling process, the confluence can be clearly observed. After
the liquid converges, the liquid metal reflows to both sides.
The reflowed liquid metal converges again on both sides.
Figure 12(e) shows the result of removing the non-confluence
area and the smaller confluences. By comparing the velocity
field result of the filling process (Fig. 11) with the calculation
results [Fig. 12(d) and Fig. 12(e)], the rationality and accuracy
of the proposed algorithm could be verified.

3.2 Calculation example
Figure 13 shows the simulation results of the casting process
of a steering wheel casting. The liquid metal flows from the
pouring gate at high pressure and flows through the gating
system into the casting mold. Figure 13 shows the velocity of

the liquid metal in the mold at different times during the filling
process. As shown in Fig. 13(a), there is a large confluent scale.
The liquid metal that flows from different routes of the gating
systems converges at the center of the mold. The liquid metal also
converges at the junctions of the mold [Fig. 13(b)]. Figure 13(c)
shows two main confluent positions, and in Fig. 13(d), the liquid
metal streams finally converge in the mold. Figure 14 shows the
extracted confluent positions formed at different times during the
liquid metal filling process. The primary six confluent positions
were accurately calculated by the proposed algorithm and the
attribute value was the confluence scale.

3.3 Cold shut prediction
Figure 15 shows a casting of an end cover. The numerical
simulation result of the filling process is shown in Fig. 15(a). Two
end cover castings were made under the same conditions. The
liquid metal flows into the casting mold from eight different
channels and converges in the mold. Some cold shut defects
appear on the surface of the casting [Fig. 15(b)]. The cold shut
defects form because the temperature of the confluence is too
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13: Filling process of a steering wheel casting

Fig. 14: Result of main confluence on surface of casting

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15: End cover casting: (a) filling process; (b) cold shut defects; (c) confluences of liquid metal

low and the liquid metal could not completely fuse together.
Figure 15(c) shows the main confluences calculated by the
proposed algorithm. The cold shut defects form easily at the
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confluences that far from the flow path. The calculated result
is consistent with the experimental results, which verifies the
accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
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4 Conclusions
(1) During the filling process of casting, the confluences of
liquid metal are often prone to defects such as gas entrainment,
slag inclusion, and cold shut. This study analyzed the time field
and proposed the solution conditions of the confluences. The
computation of confluences is helpful for process analysis and
prevents engineers from placing the confluence at essential parts,
preventing filling-related defects from forming at important
parts of the castings.
(2) Due to the unstable flow of liquid metal in the filling
process, the flow front area may continue to form small
confluences. To distinguish these small confluences from the
large confluences in the mold, the concept and calculation
method of the confluent scale are proposed, by which the
confluence more easily distinguished. The small local confluence
formed due to the unstable flow of the liquid metal is filtered by
setting a threshold, then, only the main confluence is highlighted
and retained.
(3) Using the proposed computation method of the
confluences, the cold shut defects in an end cover casting
were successfully predicted, and the calculation result was
consistent with the experimental results, which further verifies
the accuracy of the proposed algorithm. Therefore, the
computation method in this study can accurately predict the
location of cold shut defects, and provide basis and assurance
for the casting process optimization.
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